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中 文 摘 要 ： 本研究探索「電腦視覺化語調輔助(computerized visual display
of intonational features)對於習得第二語（英語）語調發音的效
益研究。現存研究已經證明：透過電腦視覺化語調輔助及帶領第二
語學習者特意地(explicitly)去分析這些視覺化輔助的語調呈現
，第二語教師可以有效地協助第二語學習者有效掌握在單獨呈現
（無前後文）句子中的語調發音(intonation in discrete
sentences)。但是還未在相關研究上證明的是：電腦視覺化語調輔
助的效益對於有前後文的連貫句子中的語調(intonation in
running speech)是否有明顯的效益；如果有，教師該在什麼樣的環
境中呈現？為探索電腦化語調視覺輔助對於提升擁有前後文連貫句
子中的語調的最佳使用情境，本研究首先將探討接觸電腦視覺化語
調輔助的最佳認知處理過程（optimal cognitive processes）：到
底第二語學習者應該以單純接觸方式，隱性地去學習第二語語調
(implicit cognitive process)？還是該在授課教師的指導下，特
意去分析討論電腦視覺化語調輔助及所聽到的語調的關係(explicit
cognitive process)？第二，本研究進一步探索電腦視覺化語調輔
助應該在什麼樣的（編碼）情境中(optimal encoding context)呈
現給第二語學習者：到底電腦化視覺輔助該呈現在無上下文的單獨
句子(discrete sentences)？還是該呈現在有上下文的連貫語料中
(contextualized discourse)？藉由最佳（編碼）呈現情境及最佳
認知處理過程的探討，本研究希望可以提供有興趣使用電腦化視覺
輔助的第二語教師洞悉使用該視覺化輔助的最佳操作環境。

中文關鍵詞： 第二語語調教學，電腦輔助發音教學

英 文 摘 要 ： Existing research, albeit still limited in number, has
established that exposure to the visual display of
intonational features through waveform and spectrogram can
effectively promote the production of L2 intonation in
discrete sentences when such exposure is supplemented with
explicit instruction. However, little is known if the
efficacy of waveform and spectrogram depends on explicit
instruction; and whether L2 learners’ explicit cognitive
processing of the speech visualization notation cues is the
key to their success/efficacy. Additionally, much remains
unknown if the two supports need to be presented and
encoded in discrete sentences or in contextualized
discourse for optimal learning outcomes. To fill this gap
in existing computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT)
literature, the study was set out to explore the optimal
CAPT implementation settings for the use of waveforms and
spectrograms. In particular, two CAPT implementation
variables are of particular interest to this study: 1) the
optimal encoding (presentation) context for waveforms and
spectrograms (discrete sentences vs. contextualized
discourse); and 2) the desirable cognitive processes that
should be invoked in encoding (learning) the waveforms and
spectrograms (explicit vs. implicit processes). Throughout



a time-series CAPT treatment on 65 L2 learners and the
analysis of their intonational gains in scripted and
unscripted speeches, this study argues that the optimal
CAPT settings the one in which speech visualization
notation cues are embedded in discrete sentence stimuli and
where learners’ attention is being explicitly directed to
attend to the support cues.

英文關鍵詞： Teaching of L2 intonation, computer-assisted pronunciation
teaching
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Optimal Implementation of Speech Visualization Notation Technology for 
Enhancing Intonation in L2 Running Speech: A TAP Perspective 

為提升第二語語調習得效益之電腦視覺化輔助最佳操作及呈現環境 
 
本研究探索「電腦視覺化語調輔助(computerized visual display of intonational features)對於習

得第二語（英語）語調發音的效益研究。現存研究已經證明：透過電腦視覺化語調輔助及

帶領第二語學習者特意地(explicitly)去分析這些視覺化輔助的語調呈現，第二語教師可以有

效地協助第二語學習者有效掌握在單獨呈現（無前後文）句子中的語調發音(intonation in 
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後文的連貫句子中的語調(intonation in running speech)是否有明顯的效益；如果有，教師該
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Existing research, albeit still limited in number, has established that exposure to the visual 
display of intonational features through waveform and spectrogram can effectively promote the 
production of L2 intonation in discrete sentences when such exposure is supplemented with 
explicit instruction. However, little is known if the efficacy of waveform and spectrogram 
depends on explicit instruction; and whether L2 learners’ explicit cognitive processing of the 
speech visualization notation cues is the key to their success/efficacy. Additionally, much 
remains unknown if the two supports need to be presented and encoded in discrete sentences 
or in contextualized discourse for optimal learning outcomes. To fill this gap in existing 
computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT) literature, the study was set out to explore 
the optimal CAPT implementation settings for the use of waveforms and spectrograms. In 
particular, two CAPT implementation variables are of particular interest to this study: 1) the 
optimal encoding (presentation) context for waveforms and spectrograms (discrete sentences 
vs. contextualized discourse); and 2) the desirable cognitive processes that should be invoked 
in encoding (learning) the waveforms and spectrograms (explicit vs. implicit processes). 
Throughout a time-series CAPT treatment on 65 L2 learners and the analysis of their 
intonational gains in scripted and unscripted speeches, this study argues that the optimal CAPT 
settings the one in which speech visualization notation cues are embedded in discrete sentence 
stimuli and where learners’ attention is being explicitly directed to attend to the support cues.   
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Introduction 
The teaching of second-language (L2) pronunciation has been a thorny issue, 

especially in the domain of suprasegmental phonology such as intonation. Insights into 
the effective teaching of L2 intonation is important because intonation contributes to 
the comprehensibility, intelligibility, and accentedness of a speakers’ L2 production, 
and enhancement of L2 intonation makes everyday communication more effective 
(Jilka, 2000; Zhuang, 2015). Recent empirical research has established the 
effectiveness of using computerized visual technology (i.e., waveform and 
spectrogram) to enhance L2 learners’ intonational gain), but how such technology 
should be used is still lacking. This paper aims to provide language instructors 
interested in using computerized visual technology to teach L2 intonation with insights 
into the optimal implementation settings (desirable encoding context and cognitive 
process) for such technology.  

A plethora of computerized speech visualization notation systems (Chun, Jiang, 
& Avila, 2013) have been employed to help L2 learners better visualize aspects of 
speech stream (see Gorjian, Hayati, & Pourkhoni, 2013; Jenkins, 2004; Tsai, 2015). 
Speech visualization cues in computer-assisted pronunciation teaching (CAPT) 
applications typically take two forms: 1) a graphical or video display of a native 
speaker’s vocal tract, lip, and face movement (e.g., Hardison, 2003); and/or 2) a visual 
display of the sound structure, such as speech waveforms, and spectrograms (e.g., 
Gorjian, et al., 2013). Whilst the former is typically utilized to assist the acquisition of 
difficult articulatory segmentals (e.g., consonant clusters, American English /r/ and /l/), 
the latter is extensively used to facilitate the learning of major suprasegmental features 
(e.g., intonation, stress, tone), which are characterized by various acoustic patterns in 
terms of fundamental frequency (F0), intensity and duration. Of all the speech 
visualization notation cues, waveform and spectrogram are most frequently examined 
in CAPT studies. Whilst waveforms are a useful visual display illustrating the 
amplitude (volume and duration) of an utterance over time, spectrograms visually 
schematize the pitch contour (i.e., F0) and fluctuation information of an utterance. The 
black band in the top panel in Figure 1 is a waveform, and the blue trajectory line in the 
bottom panel a spectrogram. 

 
Figure 1. Examples of waveform and spectrogram. 

 
 
As in any L2 study, the acquisitional potency of using waveform and 

spectrogram in enhancing learners’ production of suprasegmental (i.e., intonational) 
features can be examined under two cognitive conditions: 1) explicit CAPT settings 
where focal attention is intentionally focused on the visual notation of native- vs. non-
native L2 intonation through explicit instruction, analysis, or discussion (Ehsani & 



 

 

Knodt, 1998; Zhuang, 2015); and 2) implicit CAPT settings where focal attention is not 
deliberately directed to the visual notation of intonation, and learning occurs in an 
incidental and/or unconscious manner (Pellicer-Sanchez, 2015). Existing CAPT 
research on L2 intonation, albeit very limited, has focused exclusively on explicit 
cognitive settings and provides some evidence that waveforms and spectrograms, when 
coupled with explicit instruction, can be effective in enhancing the acquisition of L2 
suprasegmental features (e.g., Gorjian et al., 2013; Zhuang, 2015).  

However, as a matter of theoretical adequacy and logical soundness, the 
findings of these CAPT studies do not necessarily entail that the efficacy of these 
computerized visual feedbacks depends solely on explicit instruction and learners’ 
focal attention. Lacking convincing empirical evidence, researchers still differ on 
whether explicit or implicit cognitive processes are best invoked in CAPT. Favoring 
the explicit view, Levis (2007, p.190) contends that when the speech visualization 
notation cues in CAPT are being used “as the sole source of feedback [as in the case of 
implicit CAPT]…[the supports] may not be worth the pedagogical time and energy,” 
because such supports are “not transparently interpretable” without accompanying 
metalinguistic instruction. Similarly, Ehsani and Knodt (1998) maintain that speech 
visualization notation cues can be effective only when and if they are “presented along 
with other types of [explicit] feedback, as well as [explicit] instruction on how to 
interpret the displays [i.e., speech notation]” (p. 63). In contrast, Krashen and Terrell 
(1983) maintain that explicit teaching and training would “either have no impact or, 
even worse, would hinder the natural, unconscious process needed for the acquisition 
of pronunciation” (cited in Neri, Cucchiarini, Strike, & Boves, 2010, p. 443). They 
argue that phonological language forms learned explicitly only foster declarative 
(explicit) knowledge which is not readily accessible in running speech. Accordingly, 
the jury is still out on the most desirable cognitive process that needs to be invoked in 
CAPT in order to optimize the development of intonation in L2 running speech.  

In addition to the issue regarding cognitive process, encoding context is 
another key factor that probably needs to be considered in CAPT. In existing CAPT 
research, speech notation cues used to visualize the intonational pitch features are 
usually presented in two encoding contexts: discrete sentences (e.g., Hardison, 2003, 
2004; Zhuang, 2015) and contextualized spoken discourse (Hardison, 2015). The latter 
typically involves more running speech features, such as pauses, fillers, epenthesis, 
assimilations, and co-articulation, thereby offering an input-rich environment for 
discourse-level intonational behavior (see Wagner & Toth, 2014; Wagner & Wagner, 
2016). On the other hand, discrete sentences are often stripped of the aforementioned 
features of running speech. It is important to note that intonational instructional 
materials for L2 learners predominantly consist of discrete and often over-enunciated 
stimuli. Similarly, CAPT research on L2 intonation tends to be based on discrete 
sentence stimuli. The question arises as to which type of encoding context 
(contextualized discourse or discrete sentence stimuli) is the optimal display setting for 
speech visualization notation support. Zhuang (2015) contends that discrete sentences 
provide learners with a controlled encoding environment to “build a more solid 
fundamental knowledge of the English [L2] intonation system…[and] to use intonation 
appropriately in real [discourse-level] communication” (p. 60). Hardison (2015), in 
contrast, posits that speech notation embedded in a discourse-level context more 
effectively helps learners internalize intonational behavior in running speech. Current 
studies such as Zhung (2015) and Hardison (2015) have not simultaneously 
investigated the two encoding contexts and have not shed light on the relative effects 
of the two contexts for enhancing intonation in L2 running speech. 



 

 

 Although the efficacy of using waveform and spectrogram in enhancing L2 
learners’ production of intonation has been established in CAPT research, how the two 
speech visualization notation cues should be displayed and used has not been 
empirically explored. Further investigations are warranted to systematically compare 
the efficacy of discrete (sentence-level) and contextualized (discourse-level) input in 
the explicit and implicit CAPT settings. Simultaneous consideration of the encoding 
context and cognitive process in CAPT research is pivotal because it sheds light on 
whether the most desirable material (sentence vs. discourse) and cognitive state of mind 
(explicit vs. implicit) have been invoked during the teaching process.  

According to the (knowledge) Transfer Appropriate Processing (TAP) theory—
a model that stipulates optimal knowledge transfer settings (Martin-Chang, & Levy, 
2006)—when people learn things (e.g., L2 phonology), they also simultaneously 
encode the cognitive processes involved (e.g., explicit vs. implicit) as well as the 
context in which the things are presented (e.g., discrete sentences vs. contextualized 
discourse). TAP further stipulates that optimal learning outcomes can be attained only 
in cases where teaching and language retrieval (in a test or in real-life language use) are 
congruent in terms of cognitive processes (Lightbown, 2008) and encoding context 
(Martin-Chang & Levy, 2006). In this regard, the underlying cognitive process and 
encoding context incurred during instruction could be reinstated at a test or in real-life 
language use; this in turn would allow the knowledge encoded during instruction to be 
more easily retrieved, thereby leading to optimal language performance in a test or in 
real-life language use. In this vein, those who learn L2 phonology in an implicit 
contextualized environment may perform optimally on a test that requires the use of 
implicit knowledge in a contextualized setting. Accordingly, instructors should 
carefully manipulate the implementation of instruction activities to coincide with how 
we want the knowledge to be used at a test or in real life.  

In the vein of the aforementioned TAP standpoint, the current study intends to 
explore the optimal implementation settings of CAPT for the use of speech 
visualization notation cues (waveform and spectrogram) in enhancing intonation in L2 
running speech, including scripted (planned) and unscripted (spontaneous) speeches. 
Two variables are of particular interest to this study: optimal encoding context and 
cognitive processes that should be invoked in CAPT. To the above end, the study 
presented in this paper attempts to answer these questions: 

 
1. Does the CAPT encoding context (discrete sentences or contextualized 

discourse) have an effect on the efficacy of speech visualization notation cues 
in enhancing intonation in L2 scripted and unscripted speeches? 

2. Does the cognitive process invoked in CAPT (implicit or explicit) have an effect 
on the efficacy of speech visualization notation cues in enhancing intonation in 
L2 scripted and unscripted speeches? 

3. What are the relative weights of encoding context and cognitive process 
invoked in CAPT in enhancing intonation in L2 scripted and unscripted 
speeches? 
 

Literature Review 
TAP and Optimal Implementation Settings in CAPT 

TAP stipulates that learners’ cognitive processes encode both the to-be-learned 
information as well as the context and process in which the information is presented. 
Consequently, we can better remember what has been taught or learned when the 
cognitive process (e.g., implicit vs. explicit) and input encoding context (e.g., discrete 



 

 

sentences vs. contextualized spoken discourse) that are called upon during the 
instructional process are present during the retrieval phase (referring to either tests or 
real-life language use settings). Accordingly, the optimal teaching setting is contingent 
on ‘the’ cognitive processes (implicit vs. explicit) and encoding context (e.g., discrete 
vs. contextualized) required in retrieval. The optimal outcome occurs when the 
encoding context (Martin-Chang & Levy, 2006) and/or cognitive processes required 
in a test or a real-life situation are invoked during the teaching or treatment phase 
(Lightbown, 2008). 

The TAP’s theoretical stipulations on encoding context and cognitive 
processes collectively form testable hypotheses for the desirable CAPT 
implementation conditions. If the TAP view is valid and pertinent to CAPT and the 
ultimate goal of CAPT is to empower learners to use implicit (procedural) knowledge 
of intonation in contextualized L2 running speech, then teaching also needs to be 
implicit (in terms of desirable cognitive processes) and involve similar contextualized 
spoken discourse (in terms of the desirable encoding context) for optimal learning 
outcomes; knowledge obtained through explicit instruction and discrete materials 
(hallmark components of explicit CAPT) may not be ‘transfer appropriate’ if what the 
learners need to retrieve in a test or a real-life situation requires implicit knowledge 
and/or the use of such knowledge in contextualized L2 running speech.     

Hitherto, of the two TAP implementation variables, only encoding context has 
been empirically investigated by L2 studies, and the relevant research has mostly been 
confined to the domain of vocabulary learning. For instance, focusing on the encoding 
context variable (discrete vs. contextualized), Martin-Chang and Levy (2005, 2006) 
found that in test conditions involving reading new words presented in isolation, 
learners achieved optimal performance when the words were taught in a discrete, rather 
than contextualized, environment. On the other hand, learners exhibited faster and more 
accurate reading of novel words seeded in context when the words were learned and 
trained in context, rather than in isolation. Similarly, Johnston (2000) found that 
learners were better able to recognize the orthographic forms of novel words (a discrete 
vocabulary test) when they were presented in a word bank activity, removed from a 
supportive context. The observed gains significantly decreased when they were 
presented via contextualized discourse materials. The findings of the above studies fit 
nicely with TAP’s claim on the necessity of having a congruent encoding context 
during both the teaching process and language use in a test or real-life situation; 
language forms learned in isolation or as discrete items will not be readily accessible in 
contextualized L2 running speech. However, whether this view remains true is yet to 
be tested in the domain of L2 intonation—which is more semantically-light and 
perceptually less-salient compared to vocabulary forms. 

Unlike the extensive TAP research on the encoding context variable, the 
cognitive processes variable is rarely investigated. Consequently, the jury is still out on 
TAP’s stipulation concerning the necessity of congruency of cognitive processes 
(implicit vs. explicit) between language teaching and retrieval. Much remains unknown 
about whether language forms (such as intonation) first taught explicitly and learned as 
discrete declarative knowledge—which are all characteristic of explicit CAPT—can be 
retrieved automatically for contextualized L2 running speech (Lightbown, 2008). The 
dearth of a consensus and affirmative evidence can be attributed to the assessment 
practice in classroom settings and to methodological practice in research settings: in 
both settings, learners’ performance has been primarily assessed using isolated (discrete 
sentence-level) explicit test items, rather than contextualized discourse-level tasks that 



 

 

call for automatized implicit knowledge in running speech (see the next subsection for 
a review of existing CAPT studies). Consequently, nearly all the positive evidence 
resulting from CAPT research is only pertinent to the use of explicit knowledge of 
language in controlled (sentence-level) production. Due to the skewed research focus 
and methodological issue noted above, whether intonation used in running speech is 
best fostered in explicit or implicit CAPT setting or through discrete sentence-level or 
discourse-level contexts requires more systematic comparative study. 

 
Research on speech visualization notation cues in the explicit CAPT settings  

Research on the use of speech visualization notation (i.e., waveform and 
spectrogram) in promoting the production of L2 suprasegmental phonology is still very 
limited compared to studies on L2 segmental phonology, and has focused exclusively 
on explicit CAPT settings, without simultaneously exploring desirable cognitive 
processes and encoding contexts. In addition, existing empirical CAPT studies on using 
speech visualization notation cues to promote L2 intonation vary dramatically in 
methodology, some being merely linguistic position papers or studies (e.g., Anderson-
Hsieh, 1992; Levis & Pickering, 2004) whilst others are empirical studies involving a 
pretest-posttest experimental design (e.g., Gorjian et al., 2013; Zhuang, 2015). 
However, despite these methodological differences, current studies converge on their 
endorsement of explicit CAPT. In an explicit CAPT setting, the learners’ focal attention 
is explicitly oriented to interpret the indication of waveform and spectrogram, 
consciously analyzing or discussing the difference between native and non-native 
production (e.g., Anderson-Hsieh, 1992; Gorjian, et al., 2013; Levis & Pickering, 2004; 
Wilson, 2005).    

Being one of the earliest CAPT (position) papers, Anderson-Hsieh (1994) 
describes how computerized visual feedback such as waveform and spectrogram should 
be used to enhance students’ sensitivity to suprasegmental features such as stress, 
rhythm, linking and simplification (coarticulation) in L2 running speech. In a similar 
vein, based on a linguistic analysis, Levis and Pickering (2004) describe how waveform 
and spectrogram should be employed to help enhance L2 learners’ perception and 
decoding of lexical and phrasal boundaries seamlessly embedded in running speech. 
They maintain that language instructors should employ these two types of computerized 
visual feedback in CAPT. In particular, they believe that the visual notation of sounds 
can render dual-modality (visual plus audio) input that can be readily decoded by both 
visual and auditory learners, in particular those who do not have “an excellent ear and 
good linguistic training.” (p. 507). Notwithstanding, they also note that a visual display 
in and of itself is helpful but insufficient to enable learners fully grasp various patterns 
of intonational pitch change in running speech. They argue that learners’ explicit 
knowledge of intonational behavior is the key to the success of such visualization 
technology in CAPT. Without such explicit knowledge, “students are in danger of 
practicing the [suprasegmental] forms without learning their meanings or uses and 
without perceiving the real shape of pitch patterns in [running spoken] discourse” 
(p.517). However, without the design of an experimental pretest-treatment-posttest 
session, Levis and Pickering’s study is essentially a linguistic position paper (as 
opposed to an empirical language acquisition study), with the goal of describing, rather 
than establishing, the use of visual technology in enhancing L2 intonation development. 
Consequently, their recommendations and caveats concerning explicit CAPT have not 
been empirically established. 

Similarly, Wilson’s (2005) study, which also does not involve an experimental 
pretest-posttest treatment session, aims to describe how waveforms and spectrograms 



 

 

as provided by the software Praat can be utilized to give immediate feedback on L2 
learners’ intonation (see Anderson-Hsieh, 1992; Gerard, Spaai & Hermes, 1993, for 
papers of the same nature). Similar to Levis and Pickering (2004), Wilson (2005) 
stresses the importance of explicit teaching and learning; in the explicit CAPT session 
described by Wilson, learners were advised to record and analyze the visual notation of 
their non-native (intonational) production vis-à-vis native speaker models. 

Recently, targeting L2 learners, Gorjian et al.’s (2013) study included a pretest-
treatment-posttest design to empirically establish the efficacy of using waveforms and 
spectrograms in an explicit CAPT setting. In this study, 40 intermediate English as a 
foreign language (EFL) learners with comparable English proficiency profiles were 
randomly assigned to either explicit CAPT and non-CAPT (control) conditions. In each 
treatment session, the explicit CAPT group first studied and discussed information 
regarding patterns of English stress and intonation of discrete sentences under the 
supervision of a language instructor (explicit instruction). They then compared the 
suprasegmental features of their own recorded production of the same sentences with 
those of a native speaker through the visual feedback of Pratt (i.e., waveform and 
spectrogram), finally practicing both in class and at home. The non-CAPT group, on 
the other hand, only received instruction and practiced using traditional phonology 
books. The comparison of the learners’ production of discrete sentences before and 
after the treatment showed that the explicit CAPT group significantly outperformed the 
non-CAPT group and exhibited smaller within-group variance. The researchers 
therefore argue that explicit CAPT is effective in enhancing L2 learners’ intonation 
production. However, no mention was made regarding the areas of improvement that 
these EFL learners showed (such as allocation of prominent syllables or other 
intonational features), and limited information was offered to address the length and 
intensity of the explicit CAPT treatment. Furthermore, there exist some statistical 
inconsistencies between the numbers noted in the text and in a table. Such issues cast 
doubt on the validity of Gorjian et al.’s study.  

Affirmative evidence endorsing the efficacy of waveform and spectrogram in 
promoting controlled L2 intonation can also be found in Zhuang (2015), a study also 
conducted in an explicit CAPT setting. Zhuang’s participants, all English as a second 
language (ESL) learners, received four weeks (eight hours) of instruction during which 
time they first received explicit instruction on various acoustic features of English 
intonation patterns of isolated sentences and then participated in explicit CAPT sessions 
using Praat. The activities in the CAPT included interpreting the visual feedback 
(waveform and spectrogram) in Praat, matching the visual feedback with 
corresponding audio files, and predicting possible visual feedback based on listening to 
audio files. At the end of the explicit CAPT treatment, the participants showed a 
significant improvement on two phonetic properties of intonation (i.e., prominence on 
nouns and overall pitch range) embedded in discrete sentences. 

Although a number of the aforementioned studies have yielded empirical 
positive evidence supporting the acquisitional potency of speech visualization notation 
through waveform and spectrogram (Gorjian et al., 2013; Zhuang, 2015), the positive 
evidence rests heavily on controlled tasks involving discrete sentence stimuli rather 
than tasks eliciting spoken discourse calling for automatized implicit knowledge. Given 
the heavy reliance on discrete sentence stimuli, findings of improvement in existing 
CAPT studies therefore cannot be directly translated into intonational gains in L2 
unscripted running speech (Hardison, 2005).  

Unambiguous affirmative evidence supporting the efficacy of explicit CAPT in 
promoting intonation in L2 running speech is not available from the studies reviewed 



 

 

above. The only positive empirical evidence comes from Hardison (2015). In this study, 
university Chinese learners of English completed a two-week (7.5 hours) intensive 
explicit CAPT program in which visual pitch contours of their own production 
(presentations on highly familiar topics) were explicitly highlighted and attended to. To 
make a strong case for the role of contextualized CAPT materials, Hardison presented 
the speech visualization notation cues under two encoding context conditions: (1) 
contextualized discourse stimuli (sentences that made a cohesive meaning unit) and (2) 
discrete sentence stimuli (shuffled sentences that did not make a cohesive meaning 
unit). It is important to note that unlike other studies that simply drew on participants’ 
reading of discrete sentences, Hardison examined the performance data from the 
participants’ unscripted presentations. This allowed exploration of which encoding 
context (discrete sentences or contextualized discourses) is more beneficial in 
enhancing intonation in L2 running speech. Unscripted running speech samples 
collected one week after the treatment showed that the participants who received 
explicit CAPT instruction in the discourse encoding context significantly outperformed 
those in the discrete sentence encoding context.     

Hardison’s study is the first and only explicit CAPT study that examines the 
effect of the encoding context on L2 learners’ unscripted running speech performance. 
Whether such gains can occur in an implicit CAPT setting (exposure to the speech 
visualization notation cue without any explicit teaching) remains unanswered. Hardison 
admits that it is yet to be established whether implicit CAPT enhances L2 learners’ 
intonation in running speech—an issue to be established in the current study. 
Additionally, although Hardison’s study establishes the positive effect of discourse-
level encoding context on the learners’ intonation in subsequent unscripted running 
speech, it could be argued that L2 learners may consciously or unconsciously avoid 
unfamiliar forms (i.e., unfamiliar discourse intonation) to dodge the production of 
incorrect forms in unscripted running speech—an oral activity that is pretty much under 
the control of the participants (see Tadayyon, Badi, & Ketabi, 2016, for more details 
on the avoidance issue). Such an error avoidance phenomenon has been widely seen in 
L2 learners’ linguistic behaviors (see Ryan, 2015). To make a stronger case for the 
effects of discourse encoding contexts on discourse intonation, running speech samples 
obtained from a force-choice oral reading task—such as ‘forcing’ the participants to 
read aloud a scripted discourse text—is necessary in addition to speech samples 
obtained from an unscripted oral reading task. More systematic research using both 
scripted and unscripted oral reading tasks is warranted to delve into the optimal CAPT 
settings (i.e., desirable encoding context and cognitive process) for promoting 
intonation in L2 running speech.   

 
The Study 
Participants 
 65 college students (mean=21.5 years) were recruited from a university in 
Northern Taiwan. The students’ linguistic profile, in particular their L2 (English) 
proficiency, were carefully controlled; they were all late learners of English with a 
similar onset time of learning the L2 (mean: 12 years), had a comparable length of 
study/exposure to English (mean: xx years), and were at a similar level of English oral 
proficiency, as assessed by their performance on a standardized proficiency test such 
as TOEFL or IELTS.   
 
 
 



 

 

Design and Materials 
This study drew on the time-series approach, which permits diachronic 

examinations of 65 participants’ intonational gains. These 65 participants received 
various CAPT treatments (see below for more details). Regardless of their CAPT 
treatment assignment, all participants were involved in 12 treatment sessions (60 
minutes for each session).  

The digital material of each session was based on a given unit of a 12-unit digital 
EFL textbook used by the participants in the previous academic semester. Thus, the 
participants were already familiar with the contents, topics, and vocabulary. In this 
regard, impacts of irrelevant factors (e.g., level-appropriateness or unfamiliarity with 
the content or topic) that might affect their performance were also controlled.  

During the 12 treatment sessions, the 65 participants assigned to the CAPT 
experimental conditions read the materials with speech visualization notation cues. The 
speech visualization notation cues were produced in the following way: Prior to the 
study, the sound track of each unit, produced by a native speaker of English, was 
extracted and entered into Praat to generate time-aligned waveforms and spectrograms. 
The texts from each unit and their corresponding speech visualization notation cues 
(waveforms and spectrograms) were then saved as QuickTime movies and served as the 
digital materials for the participants assigned to the (CAPT) experimental conditions.  

All participants went through the following stages for each session: 1) baseline 
data collection stage; 2) treatment stage; and 3) delayed posttest stage. The three stages 
of each CAPT session are briefly described below. 
 
1. Baseline Data Collection Stage 

The baseline data collection stage occurred one day before the treatment, the 
researcher met with each participant to collect baseline data. The researcher first asked 
all of the participants to read and review the assigned unit (from the textbook) for 
meaning. During this reading activity, no speech visualization notation cues were 
presented, and the participants were allowed to ask the researcher questions regarding 
content, vocabulary, and pronunciation. When the participants were familiar with the 
content of the unit, they had to make two oral presentations to establish the baseline 
performance data for the following day's treatment. The first presentation involved 
reading aloud the content of the assigned unit verbatim to provide the baseline 
performance data for the scripted speech. The second presentation required the 
participants to talk about the topic of the assigned unit without referring to any notes or 
the textbook, thus providing the baseline data for the unscripted speech. The time for 
the scripted and unscripted speeches was kept the same, each lasting ten minutes—
similar to Hardison (2015).  

 
2. Treatment Stage 

All the participants, irrespective of their group assignment, read the same digital 
reading materials, with oral recording made by native speakers. However, the 
experimental group read the materials with an additional scaffold--the speech 
visualization notation cues.  

The ensuing paragraphs will first describe the treatment stage for the 
experimental group participants. When viewing the materials, the experimental group 
instructor tapped the arrow keys to view and control (left arrow key for reviewing vs. 
right arrow key for playing) the reading materials. Each tap of an arrow key allowed 
the participants to either review or bring forth a sentence from the passage of the 
assigned unit, the corresponding oral reading and its speech notation (see Figure 2 



 

 

below). All visual information on the screen, including sentential text and speech 
visualization notation, was refreshed each time the participants tap the right arrow key. 

To investigate the effect of the encoding conditions (discrete sentences and 
contextualized discourse) on the efficacy of waveforms and spectrogram, the two 
speech visualization notation cues were embedded as follows: 1) contexualized 
discourse, being exact excerpts from the assigned unit; and 2) discrete sentences, 
consisting of randomly shuffled disconnected sentences from the assigned unit. 
Regardless of the encoding conditions, the participants only saw one sentence and its 
corresponding speech visualization notation cues presented in a single window panel 
(see Figure 2) at a time. 

 
Figure 2. Window the participants saw during the CAPT treatment. 

 
 
To further investigate the comparative efficacy of implicit and explicit cognitive 

processes in CAPT, roughly half the experimental group participants—irrespective of 
the designated encoding condition—were exposed to oral reading and a time-aligned 
computerized visual display without receiving any additional explicit instruction 
(implicit CAPT), whilst the other half received additional explicit instruction on 
problematic intonation as identified by the baseline oral presentation (explicit CAPT). 
Whilst explicit CAPT aimed to induce the participants’ explicit, conscious processing 
of speech visualization notation cues, implicit CAPT intended to elicit subliminal 
cognitive processing of such cues. The pedagogical implementation details of each 
implicit and explicit CAPT treatments are described below. 

For each implicit CAPT treatment, the participants were asked to read aloud 
sentences displayed in their digital reading materials whilst listening to a recording of 
them. However, to ensure that the participants’ focus was not directly on the speech 
visualization notation cues and that the intervention of CAPT was indeed implicit, the 
participants were asked to read each sentence for meaning and no mention was made 
of the speech notation cues. Furthermore, the participants were occasionally cued to 
talk about what they read with the researcher. During each 60-minute (implicit) CAPT 
treatment, the participants were allowed to revisit the CAPT materials several times; 
but in each revisit, the participants’ attention was directed to meaning through cued 
conversation, rather than the speech visualization notation cues. The participants were 
allowed to take 2-3 short breaks to avoid fatigue effects. 

For each explicit CAPT treatment, the participants were also told to read aloud 
while listening to the oral reading. However, the participants assigned to the explicit 
CAPT treatment were explicitly told to attend to the speech visualization notation cues 
whilst listening to the oral reading. Furthermore, the participants were also told that 
whilst they might, in some cases, see sentences and speech notation cues being 
presented in one window panel (see Figure 2), they might, in other cases, see two 
window panels (see Figure 3); in the two-window panel, the top panel presented the 
speech visualization notation cues based on the native speaker model and the bottom 
panel displayed the speech visualization notation of common non-native (ill-formed) 
intonational production identified from the class’ earlier baseline oral production. Each 



 

 

explicit CAPT treatment targeted representative utterances that involved inappropriate 
(non-target) pitch amplitude and contour—two of the major intonational features 
schematized through waveforms and spectrograms—identified from the earlier 
baseline oral tasks. When it came to the two-window panel, the instructor would led 
the participants in comparing the problematic intonation, presented in the bottom panel, 
with the notation derived from the native model, presented in the top panel. Whilst 
viewing and comparing the native and non-native speech visualization notation cues, 
all participants were explicitly asked to attend to the schematic difference between their 
intonation and the native intonation under the guidance of the researcher—a 
pedagogical practice also done in other CAPT studies. In the above scenario, the 
intervention of CAPT was explicit, the participants’ attention being directly oriented to 
the speech visualization notation cues. The participants receiving explicit CAPT were 
also allowed to take 2-3 brief breaks during each treatment stage. 

 
Figure 3. Screenshots for sentences with problematic intonational production. 

 
 
3. Delayed Posttest Stage 

One day after each treatment session, all participants—irrespective of their 
group assignment—were asked to return for a delayed posttest in which two 
presentations were made: 1) a verbatim oral reading of the passage of each unit (scripted 
speech) and 2) talking about the topic of each unit (unscripted speech), analogous to 
what is done during the baseline data collection stage. The intonational features of these 
two presentations were compared to the data drawn from the baseline presentations 
made prior to the treatment (see the Instrument Section for more detail). 

Based on the above design, the study created four CAPT (experimental) 
implementation conditions, based on the encoding context (discrete sentences vs. 
contextualized spoken discourse) and invoked cognitive processes (explicit vs. 
implicit): 1) explicit-sentence; 2) explicit-discourse; 3) implicit-sentence; and 4) 
implicit-discourse (see Figure 4). By diachronically comparing the experimental 
group’s intonation under the four experimental conditions, the relative efficacy of the 
four CAPT implementation conditions could be established.  

 
 
 



 

 

Figure 4. Visual schematization of the experimental design of this study. 
 

 
 
The instruments used to assess the participants’ scripted and unscripted 

speeches are described below.  
 
Instruments 
Instruments assessing the intonation in the scripted and unscripted running speech.  

The participants’ oral reading of each unit produced before and after each CAPT 
treatment constitutes the scripted speech data, with their oral reflections on each unit 
produced before and after each CAPT treatment constituting the unscripted speech data. 
The participants’ scripted and unscripted running speeches - recorded before and after 
each CAPT treatment - were blindly rated by two trained phonologists based on the 
perceived pitch amplitude and contour of each participants’ intonational production 
using a 5-point Likert scale (5 being native like; and 0 being totally non-native). Via 
the aforementioned diachronic comparison of the participants’ intonational gains in 
scripted and unscripted running speeches, light will be shed on what constitutes the 
optimal CAPT implementation settings for speech visualization notation. 

    
Procedure 

Each participant went through twelve treatment sessions over a 36-day period. 
Each CAPT session consisted of a 3-day cycle, consisting of a treatment stage (60 
minutes), a baseline data collection stage that took place one day prior to the treatment 
stage (20 mins), and a delayed posttest stage that took place one day after the treatment 
session (20 mins). 
 
Results  
Two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA 
 A time-series approach was used for the CAPT treatment. This allows the 
participants to be their own control (Hardison, 2015), permitting diachronic 
examinations of their developmental trajectory over time. To this end, this study drew 
on two-factor repeated measures ANOVA. The major independent variables at focus 
are: cognitive process, and encoding context; and the dependent variable is speech 
type (scripted speech vs. unscripted speech). Repeated measures ANOVA are 
particularly useful when we assess the effects of the independent variables on 
dependent variables (i.e., performance in scripted and unscripted speeches) over two or 
more time points (as in the case of this study).  
 To begin with, two-way ANOVA established that the two independent variables 
(invoked cognitive process and encoding context for CAPT) did not exert any 
significant impact on the participants’ performance on the pretests. Specifically, in 
terms of scripted speech pretest, there was no effect arising from cognitive process 



 

 

(F=.22, p>.05), encoding context (F=3.06, p>.05), and the interaction of the two 
independent variables (F=1.43, p>.05). Similarly, in terms of unscripted speech pretest, 
there was also no effect arising from cognitive process (F=2.56, p>.05), encoding 
context (F=.34, p>.05), and the interaction of the two independent variables (F=.000, 
p>.05). The above findings collectively indicated that all of the independent variables 
exerted no significant impact on the participants’ performance on the pretest, including 
scripted and unscripted speeches. This suggests that the participants—irrespective of 
the assigned experimental condition—had comparable performance prior to the 
treatment and that any performance differences observed in the posttests are mainly 
attributed to the impact of the participants’ learning conditions and effects of the two 
independent variables. 
 
Table 1 
Homogeneity Test for the Participants’ Performance on the Scripted and Unscripted 
pretests 

Scripted speech pretest  
 F P-value Eta-squared 

Cognitive process .22 .88 .005 
Encoding context .3.06 .09 .023 

Cognitive 
process*encoding 

context 

1.43 .24 .009 

Unscripted speech pretest 
 F P-value Eta-squared 

Cognitive process 2.56 .11 .005 
Encoding context .34 .56 .023 

Cognitive 
process*encoding 

context 

.00 .98 .009 

 
After ensuring that the two dependent variables did not exert any significant 

effect on the participants’ pretest performance, two-way repeated measure ANOVA 
was performed to detect whether the two independent variables lead to any intonation 
gain on the scripted and unscripted posttests.  

To begin with, concerning the participants’ performance on the scripted speech 
posttests, ANOVA detected significant effects arising from speech type (scripted vs. 
unscripted) (F=39.89, p<.005, Ƞ2=.40). Post-hoc tests indicated that the participants’ 
performance on the scripted speech posttests was generally better than their 
performance on the unscripted speech posttests (Mean=2.97 vs. 2.68, respectively; 
t=3.21, p<.05). Furthermore, ANOVA also revealed an interaction between cognitive 
process and speech type (F=6.39, p<.001, Ƞ2=.10). Simple main effect tests revealed 
that the participants had the best performance in the scripted speech posttests when their 
attention was explicitly directed to the speech visualization notation cues during the 
CAPT treatment. This observation holds true irrespective of whether the supports are 
displayed in sentence or discourse context. Taken together, cognitive process invoked 
in CAPT plays a more pivotal role than encoding context in promoting the intonational 
gain in scripted speech. 

  
 
 



 

 

Table 2 
Results of Simple Main Effect Test for Scripted Speech Posttests 

 Pretest Posttest  
Explicit 2.40 2.86 Scripted > Unscripted 
Implicit 2.64 2.84 
 
Next, with regard to the participants’ performance on the unscripted speech 

posttests, ANOVA identified significant effects of encoding context, i.e., discourse vs. 
sentence (F=4.38, p<.05, Ƞ2=.07) and time (F=29.15, p<.005, Ƞ2=.32). This result 
indicates that speech visualization notation cues indeed led to a significant intonational 
gain over time, allowing the participants to have better intonation production on the 
posttests than the pretests. Additionally, this diachronic gain is closely tied to the 
encoding context. Additionally, ANOVA observed an interaction between cognitive 
process and encoding context. Simple main effect tests further revealed that encoding 
context imposed negligible effects on the participants; in contrast, cognitive process 
significantly impacted the participants’ diachronic intonational gain. In particular, this 
gain was mainly attributed to the sentence-level context (Mean =3.47), rather than to 
the discourse-level context (Mean=3.04) (t=2.22, p<.05). Accordingly, encoding 
context, rather than cognitive process, significantly promoted the participants’ 
intonational gains in unscripted speech.  

 
Table 3 
Results of Simple Main Effect Test for Unscripted Speech Posttests 

Encoding 
Context 

Pre Post  

Discourse 2.48 2.72 Posttest > Pretest; 
Sentence > Discourse Sentence 2.56 2.75 

 
When both of the participants’ performance on scripted and unscripted posttests 

are considered, ANOVA discovered significant main effects arising from speech type 
(F=23.65, p<.005, Ƞ2=.16) and time (F=38.0, p<.005, Ƞ2=.24). Furthermore, ANOVA 
revealed an interaction between speech type and time (F=3.62, p<.05, Ƞ2=.03). It is 
important to note that the above effects primarily arose from the dependent variable 
(i.e., speech type), but not from the two independent variables (i.e., encoding context 
and cognitive process).  

Accordingly, when both of the two CAPT (independent) variables were 
simultaneously considered and manipulated, it did not seem to impose any significant 
effect on the participants’ performance. Interestingly, the impact arising from the 
independent variables surfaced when the performance data from the scripted and 
unscripted speeches were considered separately, with the encoding context being more 
beneficial to the gain in scripted speeches and with the cognitive process being more 
facilitative to the gain in unscripted speeches. Thus, the issue regarding whether speech 
visualization notation cues should be implemented based on the encoding context or 
the invoked cognitive process really depends on the goal of the treatment: namely, 
promoting intonational gain in scripted vs. unscripted speech. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Table 4 
Results of Two-Way Repeated Measure ANOVA 

 Dependent Variable(s) 
 Scripted 

speeches 
Unscripted 
speeches 

Scripted and 
unscripted 
speeches 

 F Ƞ2 F Ƞ2 F Ƞ2 
Cognitive process .75 .01 .30 .005 .45 .004 
Encoding context 1.43 .02 4.38* .07 2.79 .02 

Speech type 39.89*** .40   23.65*** .16 
Time   29.15*** .32 38.0*** .24 

Cognitive process 
and 

encoding context 
.35 .006 3.02* .05 1.11 .01 

Cognitive 
process* 

speech type 
6.39** .10   1.83 .02 

Encoding 
context* 

speech type 
1.63 .03   .95 .02 

Cognitive 
process* 

encoding context* 
speech type 

2.04 .03   1.26 .01 

Cognitive 
process* 

Time 
  .31 .005 1.45 .01 

Encoding 
context* 

Time 
  .000 .000 .12 .001 

Speech type* 
Time     3.62* .03 

Cognitive 
process* 
encoding 

context*Time 

  .19 .003 .05 .000 

Cognitive 
process* 

speech type*time 
    .16 .001 

Encoding 
context* 

speech type*time 
    .10 .001 

Cognitive 
process* 

encoding context* 
speech type*time 

    .17 .001 

Note: *, p<.05; **, p<.01; ***, p<.005 
 
 



 

 

Discussion and Conclusion 
 This study aims to establish if the use of speech visualization notation cues 
(waveform and spectrogram) can promote L2 learners’ intonational production in 
scripted and unscripted speeches; and if so, what is/are the optimal CAPT 
implementation setting(s) that best promote(s) such gains. For the issue regarding the 
optimal CAPT implementation settings, effects of two implementation variables (i.e., 
encoding context and cognitive process) were explored (Research questions 1 and 2). 
And, the relative weight of the two implementation variables in promoting the 
intonational gains were also examined (Research question 3).  

The analysis showed that overall the use of speech visualization notation cues 
indeed resulted in the participants’ diachronic intonational gains both in scripted and 
unscripted speeches (albeit to different extents); this provides a positive evidence 
endorsing the need to include speech visualization notation cues when using 
multimedia to assist learners’ acquisition of L2 intonation (CAPT). Speech 
visualization notation cues such as waveform and spectrogram has been found to have 
the potency to enhance L2 intonational production in scripted speeches (helping L2 
learners to better visualize and decode the seamless intonational prosody in the L2 
running speech); importantly, receiving speech visualization notation cues based on the 
scripted speech input, L2 learners seem to be able to transfer the gain to unscripted 
speeches. Notwithstanding, the answers to the three research questions—which are 
addressed to delve into the most desirable CAPT implementation settings for the speech 
visualization notation cues—should be considered in light of whether the objective of 
CAPT concerns with scripted and unscripted speeches.  
 
Desirable CAPT Implementation Setting for Scripted Speech 

For scripted speeches, only cognitive process invoked in CAPT exerted a 
significant impact on the participants’ intonational gains; the optimal CAPT 
implementation setting is the one in which L2 learners are led to explicitly/consciously 
process the speech visualization notation cues—in particular the supports for 
problematic intonational production. This observation was observed irrespective of the 
encoding context in which speech visualization notation cues was presented (discourse 
vs. sentence). In other words, encoding context did not significantly promote the 
intonational gain in scripted speech. The above findings thus provide a negative answer 
to research questions 1 and but a positive answer to research question 2. In this regard, 
(explicit) cognitive process plays a relatively more prominent role than encoding 
context in promoting the intonational gain in scripted speeches (Research Question 3). 
Accordingly, the finding of this study lends empirical support to the aforementioned 
Levis’ (2007) view regarding the need to offer explicit guidance or instruction in order 
to maximize the efficacy of the speech visualization notation cues.  
 
Desirable CAPT Implementation Setting for Unscripted Speech 

For unscripted speeches, the study also observed that speech visualization 
notation cues empowered L2 learners to have significantly better intonational 
production over time, which again empirically establishes the need to employ speech 
visualization notation cues to promote L2 learners’ intonational gain in unscripted 
speeches. However, when it comes to the optimal implementational setting for 
promoting the intonational gain in unscripted speeches, only encoding context exerted 
a manifest impact on the participants; this impact was particularly robust when the 
speech visualization notation cues were displayed in the sentential context than in the 
discourse context.  



 

 

On the other hand, unlike the prominent role of encoding context, cognitive 
processes invoked in processing the speech visualization notation cues did not lead to 
significant intonational gain in unscripted speeches. This finding therefore provides a 
positive answer to research question 1, but a negative answer to research question 2. 
Accordingly, when it comes to promoting the intonation in unscripted speeches, 
encoding context plays a more prominent role than cognitive process in promoting the 
intonational gain (research question 3).  

The observation that the speech visualization notation cues embedded in the 
sentential context proved to be more helpful in promoting the intonational gain in 
unscripted running speech or discourse does not seem to be consistent with the view of 
the TAP theory. Proponents of the TAP theory would maintain that the optimal CAPT 
implementation setting for promoting the gain in real-life oral discourse would be the 
one in which speech visualization notation cues are also embedded in contextualized 
discourse (rather than discrete sentences). This inconsistency can probably be attributed 
to the constraint of L2 learners’ working memory capacity and their limited attentional 
resources while processing the speech visualization notation cues embedded in the oral 
discourse. Specifically, it is possible that when reading a contextualized discourse, L2 
learners have to direct their attention not only to the sentence they are currently reading, 
but also to other relevant semantic information seeded in the preceding sentences. This 
process of ‘reading between the lines’ probably prevents L2 learners from effectively 
taking advantage of the effects of the speech visualization notation cues due to limited 
working memory capacity. In contrast, when reading isolated sentences, L2 learners get 
just enough meaning from the sentential input (‘reading within the lines’), and do not 
have to commit additional mental resources that are required when reading between the 
lines; in this case, they have more mental resources at their disposal to attend to the 
speech visualization notation cues.  

The finding of this study thus lends positive and empirical support for the use 
of discrete sentence stimuli (in existing CAPT and relevant research), especially when 
the goal is to promote learners’ intonational gain in unscripted speech. This observation 
also establishes the aforementioned Zhuang’s (2015) view: when the speech 
visualization notation cues are displayed in discrete sentences, L2 learners are given a 
controlled encoding environment where they have more attentional resources at their 
disposal; and the spared attentional resources  while decoding and encoding the speech 
visualization notation cues allow L2 learners to “build a more solid fundamental 
knowledge of the English [L2] intonation system…[and] to use intonation 
appropriately in real-life [unscripted discourse-level] communication” (p. 60).  
 
An Optimal CAPT Implementation Setting both for Scripted and Unscripted Speech 

Regarding ‘encoding context’, the above discussion endorses the use of discrete 
sentential stimuli as the most desirable context for the presentation of visualization cues 
when the focus of the CAPT is pertinent to promoting the intonational gain in 
unscripted speech. Considering that encoding context (discourse vs. sentence) does not 
really modulate the efficacy of speech visualization notation cues for promoting the 
intonational gain in scripted speech (as long as the support can be explicitly processed 
by learners), discrete sentential stimuli appears to be the “maximum common divisor” 
or the shared common ground both for promoting the intonational gain in scripted and 
unscripted speech.  

Additionally, considering that ‘cognitive process’ is not an issue in promoting 
the gain in unscripted speech and explicit CAPT is facilitative to promoting the gain in 
scripted speech, explicit CAPT seems to be the shared common ground both for 



 

 

promoting the intonational gain in scripted and unscripted speech. Taken together, the 
optimal CAPT implementation setting for scripted and unscripted speech seems to be 
the one in which speech visualization notation cues are embedded in discrete sentence 
stimuli and where learners’ attention is being explicitly directed to attend to the support 
cues (see Table 5). 
 
Table 5 
Optimal CAPT Implementation Settings for Scripted and Unscripted Speech 

 Cognitive Process Encoding Context 
Scripted 
Speech 

Explicit CAPT Either discrete sentence or discourse materials 

Unscripted 
Speech 

Either explicit CAPT or implicit 
CAPT 

Discrete sentence materials 

 
 The TAP theory provides us with a theoretically motivated testing ground for 
the examination of the optimal CAPT setting. While the two implementational 
parameters prescribed by the TAP theory are both sensible pillars to consider when 
designing a CAPT session, the findings of this study shows that the issue regarding 
which implementational parameter(s) should be the primary concern (i.e., encoding 
context vs. cognitive process) when constructing a CAPT session is critically 
determined by the objective at focus. Despite the insight of this study, it is important to 
note that speech visualization notation cues are not only limited to waveform and 
spectrogram and that there are other possibilities for the CAPT implementational 
practices. More systematic research on CAPT is still warranted. 
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